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No One Eise But Him 
CONOR CRUISE O'BRIEN 

These two books* are widely different in 
scope, in tone and in the nature of some 
critical underlying assumptions. Mr Lane, as 
the advocate retained by Margucrite Oswald 
in an effort to protect the interests of her 
dead son, Lee Harvey Oswald, before the 
Warren Commission, has been concerned 

with this inquiry from the beginning. and 
from very early on saw cause to challenge 
the Commussion’s methods. In Rush to 
Judement he sets himself, with formidable 
talent and industry, to tear to shreds the 

whole fabric of the Warren Commission 
Report. He shows serious reason to doubt 
all the principal elements of the Com- 
mussion’s case: that all the shots were fired 
from the Beok Depository: that the Presi- 

dent’s wounds were of a nature to fit that 
theory; that a connection between Oswald 

and the Mannlicher-Carcano rifle, or be- 
tween that rifle and the assassination, was 
established; that Oswald alone shot both 
President Kennedy and Officer Tippit, and 
that Ruby had no assistance from within the 
Dallas police force in entering the police 
station and killing Oswald. The authors of 
the Report assumed, or wrote as if they 
assumed, that evidence presented by the 
Dallas police was reliable, however imiprob- 
able some of it might seem: that reports, 
even unsigned, on FBI stationery can be 
relied on as evidence of what witnesses, un- 
heard and unseen by the Commission or its 
counsel, said; that, in considering Marina 
Oswald's evolving evidence, at a time when 
she was under the close and continuous sur- 
veillance of Federal investigative officers, no 
allowance need be made for possible 
pressures on her; and that Dallas residents, 
who changed their testimony in the course 
of the investigation from something which 
did not fit the theory of ‘Oswald alone’ to 
something which did fit it, were the bene- 
ficiaries of a spontaneous return of ranemonic 
accuracy, and were not affected by a wish 
fo survive in an environment hostile to the 
implications of their original testimony. 

Mr Lane implicitly rejects all these 
assumptions. He scrutinises with suspicion 
all evidence emanating from the Pallas 
police; shows a fesser but considerable 
degree of scepticism about EBI reports and 
casts doubt on a large part of the testimony 
accepted by the Commission as liable to be 
vitiated by pressure, reward or terror. 
While he carefully refrains from forniulat- 
ing any explicit general hypothesis of his 
own, the trend of his critique and of the 
evidence he cites suggests the following: 

that there wa: a conspiracy to assassinate 
the President, using Oswald as the ‘fall guy’: 
that some Da las police officers may have 
collaborated i this conspiracy; that the 
BI was not aaxious to pursue leads which 
seemed fo point in the direction of such a 
conspiracy; ard that the Warren Com- 
mission was content to rely on the FBY and 
the Dallas polize and on witnesses brought 
forward and perhaps influenced by them in 
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* Rush to Judgment dy MARK LANE Bodley 

Head 42s : 
faquest by ED YARD EPSTEIN Fatchinson 30s 

order to procuce a report impressively 
validating the s:dative hypothesis which was 
proclaimed on television as fact by Henry 
Wade, District Attorney of Dallas, as early 
as the night of the assassination: 

Q: Was this, was there any indication that 

this was an o ganised plot or was there just 
one man? 
WaDE: We — here's no one else but him. 

Mr Lane’s tore is appropriate to the task 
he has set himseif. It is nat at all ‘shrill’ or 
‘strident’ - altaough some American re- 
viewers have ceed it so at the top of their 
voices. It is grira, lacking in veneration, and 
touched by a cold, understated irony: 

Not long after Oswald's arrest. Chief Curry 

sas asked by @ reporter if the ballisties report 
proved his guit. 

Q: What about the ballistics test, Chief? 
cuery: The ballistics test - we haven't 
bad a final :eport, but it is - L understand 
will be favo trable. 

The use of the term ‘favourable’. meaning 
consistent witi Oswald’s guilt, betrays a 

certain bias, ard the fact that Curry presum- 

ably understocd what the residis would he 
prior to the ccmpletion of the test stands in 
need of furthe’ illumination. 

Mr Epstein’s Inquest, on the other hand, 
is relatively det:.ched and respectful in tone 
and is the work of a student, not of an 
advocate. He deprecates the ‘demonology’ of 
earlier writers cn this subject and docs not 
include Mr Laie among those he would 
exempt from this charge, although his own 
thesis owes more to Mr Lane than he 
acknowledges. 4.5 befits a graduate student, 
Mr Epstein is vareful not to suggest any- 
thing he cannot prove, and he nowhere im- 
plies that evideace may be faked or wit- 
nesses intimidatzd or suborned. For these 
reasons he has in America found an audi- 
ence among people who at an earlier period



spoke with irritation and contempt of those 
who refused to accept the Warren Com- 
mission’s Report as closing the matter. This 
is a significant change, because in essentials 
~ in its finding that the Commission’s version 
of the ‘single assassin’ theory is so improb- 
able as to verge on impossibility - Inquest 
points in the same direction as Rush to 
Judgment ~ that is to say in the direction of 
conspiracy. Like Mr Lane ~ but devating 
more of his time to this particular matter — 
Mr Epstein shows that — contrary to the 
Commission’s own contention — the Com- 
mission’s version of the assassination logic- 
ally and necessarily requires one bullet to 
have passed through President Kennedy and 
Governer Connally, and that the bullet 
which is indicated as having done this could 
not have done it. On this analysis, it scems 
almost impossible for Oswald alone to have 
fired the three shots: the likelihood of more 
than one assassin forces itself through. 

Some of those associated with the Con- 
mussion’s work seem to have had consider- 
able doubts about the single assassin theory 
from the beginning. Mr Lane cites a pre- 
luminary report by two lawyers for the Com- 
nussion raising a number of issues suggestive 
of conspiracy, in which the Commission 
Showed little subsequent jaterest except for 
the purpose of dismissing them. That serious 
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doubts suil ager among these people, Mr 
Epstein’s book makes clear. The ‘Msi 
important source’ acknowledged in his 
preface consists of a series of interviews 
with members of the Commission, and coun- 

sel and assistant counsel to the Commission. 
The vaiue of these interviews, at this fate 
stage, is perhaps not so great as Mr Epstein 
appears to assume, but it is at least inlerest- 
ing to note that several of those intimately 
concerned with the preparation of the 
Report now seem to be more concerned to 
dissociate themselves from it than to go 

down to posterity identified with a docurnent 
whose conclusive character and impressive 
quality were being so frequently hailed, even 
in this journal, only a short time ago. 

The interested reader who holds to the 
view that the Warren Report, while appar- 
ently rather shakier in its details than one 
was given to understand at the time of its 

publication, is still probable in its general 
lines would do well to read Inguest - 154 
pages, plus appendices. Anyone who does so 
will, I believe, have his mind opened to the 
likelihood of what Mr Epstein prudently 
calls ‘a second assassin’ and be prepared for 

Mr Lane’s more radical approach. Canfi- 
dence in the Warren Commission Report, 
undermined by Mr Epstein, is likely to be 
swept away by Mr Lane. It must be said — 
contrary to the impression which might be 
produced by a good deal of the comment on 

the two books — that Mr Lane’s book is 
much the solider, in that it quite clearly rests 
on deeper study of the 26 volumes of hear- 

ings and on independent research in the 

field, or jungle, of Dallas. I cannot claim to 
have followed up all of Mr Lane’s refer- 

ences or fo have read all the 26 volumes af 

the hearings (nct that that is quite so formid- 
able a task as t sounds, since the volumes 
are not free from padding). Like the Com- 

mission itself, 1 was working to a deadline. 
I have, howeve:, followed up some 1,500 of 

such referenc:s, including all which 
appeared to me to be crucial} and on these 
latter [ also fo lowed up the parallel refer- 
ences from the Report itself to the Hearings 
and exhibits; I have also read, in extenso, 

the testimony 0? a number of key witnesses. 

This procedure is a rather rough and ready 
one and can, .. admit, lead only to pro- 

visional conclus ons. At the same time, since 

many writers, even eminent jurists. pro- 
claimed the Wa ‘ren Report to be utterly and 
overwhelmingly conclusive before the evi- 

dence on which it was supposedly based was 
published at all, one need not perhaps be too 
difident about expressing an opinion. 

The worst. that can be said against Mr 
Lane is that he writes as an advocate, not 

as an impartial assessor. This characteristic 
he shares with the authors of the Com- 
mission’s Repor . The important differential. 
ing circumstance is that, while Mr Lane 
enters the inqury frankly as an advocate. 
denied the effective opportunity to act as 
such before the Commission, the authors of 
the Report are mderstood to be acting in a 
quasi-judicial capacity. If a witness savs, or 
is alleged on FBI notepaper to have said. 
that he thought the person he saw loaked 
like X but he couldn’t be quite sure. the 
Cominission’s R sport and Mr Lane are both 
capable of inter »reting this either as simply 
‘failed to identif.s X’ or ‘noted a resemblance 
but fell short of complete identification’ 
according as the trend of their argument 
requires. The pre cedure is, I think, regrettable 
in both cases but much more regrettable 
on the Commission’s part. It should surely 
have examined with especial care evidence 
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running counte- to the hypothesis favoured, 
and in some cases robustiy favoured, by the 
investigative agencies. By, instead, handling 
such evidence a3 a prosecution counsel might 

have been exp:cted to do, it imparted an 
additional and consistently grooved twist to 
material which there is reason to believe, 
was subjected .o a similar twist before it 
reached them <t all. 
We have not said enough, however, when 

we say that the authors of the Report and 
Mr Lane both function as advocates. The 
more one studi:s the Report, the Hearings 
and Mr Lane’s ook, the more one feels the 
Report is the work of advocates working in 
a desperate huiry, under fearful pressure, 
and relying in zreat part on prestige and 
public sympathy to carry them through. The 
interviews whict. Mr Epstein records show 
that the conditicns under which the authors 
of the Report worked were such as to make 
this outcome alnvost inevitable. Mr Lane, on 
the other hand, being unable to count on 
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public sympathy, or the prestige of a Unien 
Justice, and not being burdened by the 
quasi-diplomatic concerns which seem to 
have affected the Commission’s work, has 
had to count on familiarity with the evi- 
dence alone for his sole strength. If he 
occasionally sinks to the level normally 
trodden by the authors of the Commission’s 
Report, he normally works above that level 
and never sinks to that flagrant disregard 
for the evidence of which the Commission, 
at its worst, was capable. Those who doubt 
that last statement about the Commission 
can find copious corroboration for it in 
Mr Lane’s book. I have space here to cite 
only one example: the Commission’s treat- 
ment of Mr Lane’s own evidence. Lane told 
the Commission, inter alia, that he had been 

informed that a meeting had taken place at 
Jack Ruby’s Carousel Club on 14 November 
~- about a week before President Kennedy’s 
assassination — between. Jack Ruby, Officer 
Tippit (murdered, allegedly by Oswald, on 
the day of. the President’s assassination) and 
Bernard Weissman, the person who caused 
the black-bordered Rightist advertisement 
attacking Kennedy to be inserted in a Dallas 
paper for his arrival. The following is the 
manner in which the Commission discussed 
Lane’s allegation with one of the two sur- 
viving persons alleged to have participated : 

MR RANKIN: There was a story that you. were 
seen silting in your Carousel Club with Mr 
Weissman, Officer Tippit, and another who 
has been called a rich oil man, al one time 
shortly before the assassination, Can you tell 
us anything about that? 
MR RUAY: Who was the rich oi] man? 
MR RANKIN: Can you remember? We haven't 
been told. We are just trying to find out any- 
thing that you know about him... 
MR RANKIN: “Fhis Weissman and the tich 
oil man, did you ever have a conversation 
with them? . 
MR RUBY: There was only a few. Bill Rud- 
man from the ¥MCA, and I haven’‘t seen 
him in years. 
And there is a Bill Howard, but he is not 2 
rich oi! man. He owns the Stork Club now. 
He used to dabble in ofl. 
CHIEF JUSTICE WARREN: This story was given 
by a Jawyer by the name of Mark Lane, 
who is representing Mrs Marguerite Oswald, 
the mother of Lee Harvey Oswald, and it 
was in the paper, so we subpenaed him, and 
he testified that someone had given him in- 
formation to the effect that a week or two 
before President Kennedy was assassinated, 
that in your Carousel Club you and Weiss- 
man and Tippit, Officer Tippit, the one who 
was killed, and a rich oil man had an inter- 
view or conversation for an hour or two. 

The Commission turned Lane’s three-man 
meeting into a four-man one, introducing 
“a rich oil man’ whom Lane had never men- 
tioned. Lane’s actual testimony is, of course, 
on record in the Hearings, as is the Chief 
Justice’s distorted presentation oi it. ft 
should be noted also that the witness who 
was being questioned in this rather casual 
way was in Dallas jail, where-he felt himself 
to be in danger, and that he had asked to 
be taken to some other place, so that he 

might testify freely. The request was refused. 
_The Commission, in its Report, stated that it 
had ‘investigated the allegation of a Weiss- 
man-Ruby-Tippit meeting and... . found no 
evidence that such a meeting took place any- where at any time, It remains quite possible 
that no such meeting ever did take place, but 
considering the manner in which the Com- 
mission investigated the allegation it is not 
surprising that it found no evidence, 

it is true that in substantiation of its find- 
ing that Ruby denied that the Tippit-Ruby- 
Weissman meeting took place, the Com- 
mission relies not on this passage but on 
later testimony. In that testimony the ques- 
tion was put to Ruby in this form: 

MR HERNDEN (FBI): Did you ever meéet with Oswald and Officer Tippit at your club? 
RUBY: No. 

The Report transmutes this testimony into 
‘a denial by Ruby that he met Tippit and Weissman at his club. Mr Lane, who is here 
being rebutted, had never mentioned Oswald 
in this connection, any more than he had mentioned the ‘rich off man’. Mr Lane shows that the Commission consistently — though only in a few instances as flagrantly as on this occasion ~ sought not to investigate but to invalidate all testimony tending to dis- credit its ‘single assassin’ hypothesis, 
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Why? Nr Epstein’s answer is essentially 
at, while the Commission’s sole ostensible 

purpose was to establish the truth, in reality 
it had anotier purpose which predetermined 
the result cf its inquiry. 
Why did the Commission fail to take cog- 
nizance in its conclusions of this evidence of 
a second assassin? Quite clearly, a serious discussion of this problem would in itself have undermined the dominant purpose of 
the Com rission, namely, the settling of doubts and suspicions. Indeed, if the Com- 
mission hid made it clear that very sub. stantial ev. dence indicated the presence of 4 sccond as:assin, it would have opened a Pandora’s 30x of doubts and suspicions. In establishing its version of the truth, the Warren Commission acted to reassure the nation and protect the national interest. 

There is nothing in the Commission’s con- duct of the ir quiry which is inconsistent with this view of its ‘dominant purpose’, Estab- lished by a >olitician, and largely political in composition, it acted as if it were dealing with a political problem, to which Burke’s dictum could be applied: ‘Political problems do not prima ‘ily concern truth or falsehood: they relate to good or evil. What in the result is likely to p-oduce evil is politically false; that which is productive of good, politically true.’ 
Many thoushtful Americans, by no means exclusively o° the Right or Centre, were 

pleased by tle Commission’s findings and are not disposed to judge it harshly in retro- spect, even if it now appears that it was deliberately riyopic on conspiracy possi- bilities. Polit: cally speaking, the findings pleased many political groupings, including all the most Tnportant ones, and annoyed



almost nobody. For beth Republicans and 
Democrats, an inquiry into conspiracy, just 
before the 1964 election, presented incalcul- 
able dangers. The Democrats, headed by a 
‘Texan, could have but litile taste for a pro- 
longed discussion of the possibilities of con- 
spiracy, involving an examination into con- 
nections between politics, law enforcement 
and crime in Texas. The Republicans, 
headed by Goldwater, had reason to be 
apprehensive in view of the activities of the 
extreme Right, including Birchite elements, 
in Texas both before, on and after the day 
of the assassination. In these circumstances 
it is oot surprising that counsel for the 
Commission showed more spontaneous 
interest in Jack Ruby's psychology, in his 

relations with his dogs and in his mother’s 
“fishbone delusion’ than in his relations with 
the police and with organised crime, which 

were closer than the Report suggests and 
fishier than Ruby’s mother’s delusion. 
(Virtually all of Ruby’s Chicago friends,’ 
says the Commission, ‘stated he had no close 
connection with organised crime.’ Virtually 
all of Al Capone’s Chicago friends said the 

same of him.) The solid and decisive centre 
of American politics was attached both by 
temperament and by caiculation to the ‘no 
conspiracy’ theory. Neither the Right nor 
the Left seriously objected. The Right was 
glad that Kennedy was dead ~ as they 
showed with champagne in Dallas that night 
~—and that a ‘Marxist’ had been identified as 
the sole killer. Fhe Left feared that investi- 
gation of conspiracy might lead to an anti- 
communist witch-hunt in a ‘McCarthy rides 
again’ spirit and were only too happy to 
settle for “Oswald and no one else’. Besides, 
as a Leftist student said to me, ‘Kennedy — 
wasn’t all that progressive anyway.’ 

The fact remains that the Commission’s 
principal findings, while, apparently, ‘politic- 
ally true’, are probably not true in a merely 
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factual sense It can no longer be held to be 
probable tha: both Oswald and Ruby acted 
alone. If they did not, then members of a 
successful co ispiracy to assassinate a Presi- 
dent of the United States are likely to be 
still at large. 

Americans regard conspiracy as a Euro- 
pean idea and consider that Europeans who 
believe that President Kennedy was prob- 
ably the victm of a conspiracy are merely 
projecting onto the American screen the 
image of thei: own low habits and practices. 
This is a curious delusion in a country in 
which organi:ed crime — which is by defini- 
iion a conspi ‘acy — exerts power and pene- 
trates law en ‘orcement agencies on a scale 
unmatched ar ywhere else on earth. It is true 
that the con:piracy of crime is nat ideo- 
logical, thoug1 it may have its preferences: 
one of Jack § uby’s friends, denying that he 
had any comriunist sympathies, said that he 
was more of i: ‘capitotist’ (sie), being chiefly 
interested ‘in financial gain’. The existence 
of such crim nal combinations, mercenary 
by definition, together with groups of very 
rich men strongly animated by political 
hatred - as their subsidised publications 
prove — will not necessarily convince outside 
observers that conspiracy for political ass 
assmation Is :n American im possibility. 

The Warrei: Commission Report is un- 
doubtedly dirscted ~ as members of the 
Commission Fave made clear ~ to inter- 
national opinion as well as to opinion in the 
United States tself. This is reasonable, since 
the whole wold is powerfully affected by 
the American Presidency and therefore by 
the assassination of an American President 
and by the possible assassination of others. 
Perhaps we cin say at this stage that, in 
view of the cogent criticisms of Messrs 
Epstein, Lane «nd others, we require for our 
reassurance no longer a political answer to 
a political problem but an actual investiga- 
tion of the facts. The present administra- 
tion in the Urited States is unlikely to re- 
open the inquiy in any serious way; a sub- 
sequent administration might do so. In the 
meantime, it m ght be useful if, say, a group 
of British and American historians were to 
examine the R2port, the Hearings and the 
criticisms of the Report and pronounce on 
such questions is whether the Commission’s 
findings can be regarded as satisfactory in 
the light of the evidence before it, what are 
the merits of such hypotheses as that ad- 
vanced in Professor Popkin’s The Second 
Oswald, to the 2ffect that someone had im- 
personated Oswald, and what other lines of 
inquiry might siill be pursued. Such a com- 
mittee might rejuest access to the consider- 
able amount of Commission material which 
remains classified for reasons of ‘ood 
taste’ and, it se2ms, other reasons also.
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